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A SCOTS AND REST OP. MIDLAND TEAM

Stirling, Scotland, and Bude, Cornwall, should he proud of two of their sons

who are upholding the traditions of the R.A.F. in Coastal Command,

Plying as a pair, these two pilots have successfully Bombed and left burning
four ships off the Norwegian Coast in the past three months. The formidable pair

are Plight Sergeant Charles A. Livingstone, of Vineborough Cottage, Livilands Lane,

Stirling, and Plight Sergeant Drake Pearce, of Bude, Cornwall,

Both Joined the Air'Force at the same time and have been pals since their

first days as A,C.2's» They went to Rhodesia together to learn to fly under the

Commonwealth Air Training Plan in 1940 until the early part of 154-1.

'Before the war, Livingstone was a dork in. the Shell Hex Company at Stirling,
and, he longed to fly. Now he has his wish.

The first ship he bombed was in February of this, year. He,-spotted a convoy

off the Naze, on the southern tip of Norway, nipped in and bombed a 3,000 tonner

before the Jerries had time to do anything about it.

Pearce was piloting when the pair got their second and third; a 6,000-ton
tanker off Stadlandet

,
and a 3,000-tonner in Aalesund harbour.

A few nights ago, Livingstone was again at the controls when the aircraft

strafed a 5,000 ton ship leaving Aalesund harbour end left it in flames after a

low level attack at 30 feet.

Right after the attack, two Me.l09s dived on to the Hudson's tail, and

Livingstone Jammed the throttles wide open.

We were rushing across Aalesund town Just above the rooftops,” he said,
’’with these two Jerries after us. At the end of the tom, when we had all the

speed we could get out of the old Hudson, we screeched up into a climb and found

cloud cover and safety.”

It takes a lot to shake 25 -year old Living stone, and he recounts all his

adventures to the intelligence officers in a quiet dour, Scots accent.

Many and interesting tales can he tell when one can get him talking ~, not an

easy matter.

He has seen Norwgeians waving at him in streets as he raced across their

toms, bomb doors wide open, to bomb Gorman ships.

’’Sometimes, when the flak is extra heavy, or extra close,” he says, ”1 sort of

duck behind tho windscreen, and crouch down under the stick. Of course it wouldn’t

make any difference if we were hit, but I feel better that way. Pearce has got a

funny little habit too, IThen he sees the flash of the bombs exploding on tho

target, he lots out a high pitched yell -of delight, I always think he’s been

hit,”



Neat, dapper Drake Pearce is a direct contrast to Livingstone* Quick

talking, vivacious, he was a bank clerk in Bude before the war; now he says

that he could never go back to "bank-bashing" and reckons the R.A.F. is the

best life in the world, ?

He swears that he is a direct •descendant of the original Drake of

Elizabethan times. He is certainly upholding his ancestor 's record. Sir

Francis must approve warmly of his 20th century representative..

Neither Plight Sergeant is married. Says Livingstone: I've not

got the time.” Says Pearce; "None of that sort of stuff for me,"

Their, wireless...operator is Sgt, Bill Parker, a Portsmouth man, known

to'the crew as Daddy, because he’s 27 and the oldest member of the crew.

"Daddy keeps us in order," says.Pearce. "When we get a bit too

playful, he leans forward and says, "Now then boys, cut it out.,'* and we do

what he says," ,

Daddy used to be a radio engineer, and is a king-pin on radio. He

is engaged to the sister of the rear-gunner, so the crew is almost one happy

family. .

This fine crew have been doing magnificent work in an ace squadron of

Coastal Command,

Recently the,pair were 'asked if they would like to split up, and both

become captains of aircraft and take over new crows. They declined, much

preferring to remain together.

Says Pilot Livingstone; "It’s the combination that works so well.

Even if Pearce is a Sassenach, he's a fine partner,"

Says Pilot Pearce; "Sandy Livingstone is a grand guy, I’m teaching
him'too. Ho even offers you a cigarette once in a while now. I’ll get him

out of his Scottish ways yet."

On their aircraft they have little bombs painted on the nose for every

ship they’ve* attacked. By the end of the war, they hope there will be rows

of them, . '
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